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Global Perspectives Unit Tests  
 
Unit Test 7 
News & Weather 
 
Part A  
Grammar and vocabulary 
 

A  Complete the text with the correct form of the verb in brackets. 
 
When Kristi was a little girl, she (0) …wanted… (want) to be a journalist.  After she (1) 
……… (leave) school, she (2) ……… (work) for the local newspaper. At first, she (3) 
……… (write) stories about local people.   
 
Howard (4) ……… (study) Meteorology, the science of weather, at university. After he (5) 
……… (finish) university, he (6) ……… (get) a job with a news channel. He (7) ……… 
(present) his first weather forecast in 2002. 
 
 
B  Underline the correct words. 
 
8  When did the first man walk / When the first man walked on the moon? In July 1969. 
 
9  Do you watch / Did you watch the moon landing on TV? 
 
10  No, we didn’t had / we didn’t have a TV then.  I listened to it on the radio. 
 
11  How did you hear / How did you heard about the President’s death? 
 
12  A taxi driver told me. I don’t believed / I didn’t believe him at first. 
 
 
C  Read the sentences correct. Are the sentences correct () or incorrect (x)?  
 
13  I come from Dominica. It’s an island in the Caribbean. ……… 
 
14  It has cold today and it’s raining. ……… 
 
15  There was a storm in the Phillippines.  I saw it on the news. ……… 
 
16  It’s only five o’clock and is already dark. ……… 
 
17  We went to the beach yesterday and was really hot. ……… 
 
 
D  Underline the correct words. 
 
18  My favourite subject at school was history / story. 
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19  She wrote a book of histories / stories for children. 
 
20  The film is the history / story of two brothers growing up in Japan. 
 
21  His election was a very important moment in history / story. 
 
 
E  Complete the sentences with these words. There is one extra word. 
 

clouds  cloudy  freezing 
rain  rainy  sunny 

 
22  It was ……… this morning. There was snow on the ground. 
 
23  On ……… days, we have lunch in the park. 
 
24  Take an umbrella – there are dark ……… in the sky. 
 
25  On a ……… day, you can’t see the top of the mountain. 
 
26  The monsoon season is from May to August. It’s very ……… then. 
 
 
F  Underline the correct words. 
 
A: Good morning. St Michael’s hospital. Dr Ahmad (27) answering / speaking. 
B: Oh, good morning. Can I speak to Dr Frank, please? 
A: Erm, I’m not sure if he’s here. (28) Who are you / Who’s calling? 
B: I’m his sister. 
A: Okay. Just a minute. 
A: I’m sorry. He’s in a meeting. Can I (29) take / do a message? 
B: No, it’s okay. (30) I’ll call / I phone him later. 
 

 
 

Part B  
Grammar and vocabulary 
 
G  Reading 
 
Read the text about storms and choose the best question, a or b, for each answer. 
 
Storm names 
A tropical storm has winds of about 50-100 kilometres per hour. A storm becomes a 
hurricane when there are winds over 100 kilometres per hour. The hurricane season is 
from about June to November each year and on average, there are about 13 hurricanes 
every year. 
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Every hurricane or tropical storm is given a name. Each year there is a list of names in 
alphabetical order. For example, in the 2009 storm season, the first storm was Tropical 
Storm Ana in August, then Hurricane Bill arrived with winds up to 215 kilometres per hour. 
Next was Claudette, then Danny, then Erika and Fred, etc. 
 
Famous hurricanes 
In October 1954, Hurricane Hazel appeared in the Caribbean and travelled north across 
five US states before hitting Canada. 
 
Hurricane Katrina hit the US on 29 August 2005. It badly damaged the city of New Orleans 
and it left about 1,800 people dead. 
 
31  ……… - An extreme storm with winds over 100 kph. 
a  What is a hurricane?     
b  What is a tropical storm? 
 
32  ……… - From June to November. 
a  How long was the 2009 storm season?  
b  When is the normal hurricane season? 
 
33  ……… - Tropical Storm Ana. 
a  What is the first storm every year?   
b  What was the first storm in 2009? 
 
34  ……… - They use a list of girls’ and boys’ names in alphabetical order. 
a  How do scientists choose names for storms? 
b  Why do hurricanes have names? 
 
35  ……… - The Caribbean, the US and Canada. 
a  Where did Hurricane Bill go?    
b  Which countries did Hurricane Hazel cross? 
 
36  ……… - 29 August 2005 
a  When did Hurricane Katrina start?   
b  When did Hurricane Katrina hit the US? 
 
 
H  Listening 
Listen to someone talking about the history of BBC television news. Choose the correct 
answer, a, b or c. 
 
37  When was the first BBC radio news? 
a  1922     
b  1954     
c  1968 
 
38  What did viewers see in the first BBC news programmes? 
a  the newsreader   
b  videos of news events   
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c  black-and-white pictures of news events 
 
39  Who was the first BBC television newsreader? 
a  Ed Munrow    
b  Angela Rippon   
c  Richard Baker 
 
40  When was the first BBC news broadcast in colour? 
a  1960     
b  1968     
c  1970 
 
41  Why did the BBC drop the first woman newsreader in 1960? 
a  She wasn't popular.   
b  She wasn't married.   
c  She made mistakes. 
 
 
I  Pronunciation 1 
Listen to the statements. Underline the past tense verb endings (-ed) that are pronounced 
as an extra syllable. 
 
Example:  
We waited for 30 minutes. 
 
42  They walked to the station. 
 
43  She looked out the window. 
 
44  The film started at 8 o’clock. 
 
45  I studied biology at university. 
 
46  A young woman answered the phone. 
 
 
J  Pronunciation 2 
Listen to the words. Is the first sound the same or different? 
 

 The same Different 

Example:   

what - where 

 
 

 

47 why - which   

48 when - who   

49 hour - house   
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50 how - hotel   
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Global Perspectives Unit Tests 
 
Unit 8 
Coming & Going 
 
Part A 
Grammar and vocabulary 
 
A  Complete the text with the correct form of the verb in brackets. 
 
Example:  
Today, the traffic …is moving… (move) really slowly. 
 
1  Local children ……… (walk) to school every day. 
 
2  In cities, more people ……… (travel) by bike these days. 
 
3  Because fuel is so expensive now, people ……… (not use) their cars as much. 
 
4  A flight from London to New York ……… (produce) around 1000kg of CO2. 
 
5  Flights with budget airlines ……… (get) cheaper. 
  
6  For example, a flight from Paris to Milan ………. (cost) only €20. 
 
7  Look, the bus ……… (come)–let’s run! 
 
8  That’s a number 8. It ……… (not stop) at the museum. 
 
 
B  Underline the correct words. 
 
9  I think I get more nervous / nervouser on boats than on planes. 
 
10  The bus is more cheap / cheaper, but it takes almost five hours. 
 
11  It’s more easily / easier to book hotels online nowadays. 
 
12  The traffic in Cairo is more bad / worse than at home. 
 
13  The hotels in the town are nice, but the places by the beach are more good / better. 
 
 
C  Read the sentences. Are the sentences correct () or incorrect (x)?  
 
14  Thousands of tourists go to Egypt to see the pyramids. ……… 
 
15  Lots of people travel to Spain for sitting on the beach. ……… 
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16  Many people emigrate to economic reasons. ……… 
 
17  Thousands of students go abroad to study. ……… 
 
 
D  Write the missing words. 
 
18  Mr Empson goes to work ……… train every day. 
 
19  He takes ……… metro from the train station to his office. 
 
20  You can travel to the island ……… boat. 
 
21  You can only get to the top of the mountain ……… foot. 
 
 
E  Write the missing words. 
 
22  It’s midnight and my son isn’t home yet. I’m quite w_ _ _ _ _ _ . 
 
23  I’m sitting at the airport. My flight is 3 hours late and I’m really b_ _ _ _ . 
 
24  I have a job interview tomorrow and I’m getting n_ _ _ _ _ _ already. 
 
25  It’s my last day at university and I’m saying goodbye to everybody. I’m quite s_ _ . 
 
 
F  Complete the text with these words. There is one extra word. 
 

 camera  credit cards  phrase book  
suitcase  toothbrush  wallet 

 
I had a terrible holiday. When I arrived at the airport, my (26) ……… wasn’t there. So I only 
had a small bag and no clean clothes to wear. On the first day of my holiday, I was taking 
photographs when I dropped my (27) ……… and it broke! Then the next day, someone 
stole my bag. They took my (28) ……… with all my money and my (29) ………. I went to 
the police station, but they didn’t speak English, so I used my (30) ……… to try and 
explain my problems. 
 
 

 
Part B  
Reading, listening & pronunciation 
 
G  Reading 
 
Read about the London underground system and choose the correct answer, a, b or c. 
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The Tube 
The London metro system is usually called the Underground or the Tube. The name the 
Tube comes from the shape of the tunnels, but actually about 55% of the lines are above 
the ground. The first part of the system opened in January 1863–it’s older than any other 
underground railway system in the world–and in 1890 it started to use electric trains.   
 
The Underground has 270 stations–the New York Subway has 421 and the Paris Metro 
has 300. There are about 400 kilometres of track, that’s longer than the New York or Paris 
systems. There are eleven different lines. Each line has a name, and on the Tube map 
each line is a different colour. 
 
Over a billion people travel on the London Underground every year, that’s around three 
million people every day. But it’s only number nine on the world list of passengers–the 
metro systems in Tokyo, Moscow, Seoul, New York and Mexico are all busier. 
 
31  The London underground opened in ……… 
a  1863.    
b  1890.    
c  1900. 
 
32  ……… of the lines are under the ground. 
a  Over 50%  
b  Around 45%   
c  All 
 
33  The New York subway has ……… than the London Underground. 
a  more stations   
b  more lines   
c  more track 
 
34  The London Underground system is ……… the Paris Metro. 
a  shorter   
b  better    
c  longer 
 
35  Each underground line has ……… 
a  a number.   
b  a name.   
c  a famous person’s name. 
 
36  ……… passengers use the tube every day. 
a  One billion   
b  About nine thousand  
c  Around three million 
 
 
H  Listening 
Listen to three people at Schipol Airport in Amsterdam, Holland.  Which person is doing 
each activity?  Tick the correct column.  
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 Sophia Patrick Takeo 

Example:  

......... is Japanese. 

   

37  ……… is from Italy.    

38  ……… is going to the UK.    

39  ……… is going home for Christmas.    

40  ……… is reading.    

41  ……… is travelling for work.    

 
 
I  Pronunciation 
Listen to the phrases and underline the /ng/ sound.  
 
Example:  
What’s he doing? 
 
42  an English learner 
 
43  I think it’s great 
 
44  an angry customer 
 
45  we’re going to work 
 
 
J  Pronunciation 
Listen to the sentences. Is the pronunciation of the underlined words Weak (W) or Strong 
(S)?  
 
Example:   
We can go by train.  W 
 
46  Have you got a car?  
 
47  Yes, I have. It’s a Toyota.  
 
48  We walked to the bus stop.  
 
49  We waited for about 20 minutes.   
 
50  Who did you talk to?   
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Global Perspectives Unit Tests  

 
Unit 9 
Life & Style  
 
Part A 
Grammar and vocabulary 
 
A  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in brackets. 
 
Example:  My husband … has never left… (never leave) the United States. 
 
1  He ……………… (not fly) in a plane because he’s scared of flying. 
 
2  I ……………… (visit) many countries around the world. 
 
3  I ……………… (see) many amazing places. 
 
4  But my husband and I ……………… (never be) abroad together.   
  
5  ……………… (you ever travel) to another country? 
 
 
B  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the adjective in brackets. 
 
Example:   
…The biggest… (big) lake in the world is Lake Baikal in Russia. 
 
6  Is the Amazon ……………… (long) river in the world or is it the Nile? 
 
7  I think the bird of paradise is ……………… (beautiful) bird I’ve ever seen. 
 
8  The funnel-web spider is probably ……………… (dangerous) insect in the world. 
 
9  Elephants are ……………… (heavy) animals on land. 
 
 
C  Underline the correct words. 
 
10  I’ve got / I’m got a beautiful blue dress to wear for the party. 
 
11  But I don’t got / I haven’t got any shoes to go with it. 
 
12  Has your brother got / Have your brother get a smart suit to wear? 
 
13  He got / He’s got a dark blue suit he wears for work. 
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D  Write one or ones. 
 
14  A: Where’s your car?  
 B: It’s the red ……… over there. 
 
15  A: Which shoes look best?  
 B: I like the black ……... 
 
16  A: Are these your gloves?  
 B: No, mine are the green ……… on the table. 
 
17  A: Have you read any of her books before?  
 B: No, this is the first ……… I’ve read. 
 
 
E  Complete the missing words. 
 
18  Cats and canaries are both a_ _ _ _ _ _ that people keep as pets. 
 
19  Tuna is a common type of f_ _ _ that people eat as food. 
 
20  Apples and oranges are fruit that grow on t_ _ _ _ 
 
21  Roses are f_ _ _ _ _ _ that smell very nice and are beautiful colours. 
 
 
F  Underline the correct words.  
 
My grandmother (22) was born / borned in 1903. She (23) left / out from school when she 
was 14. She (24) got married / was marry at the age of 18 and she (25) born / had her first 
child, my uncle, when she was only 19. 
 
 
G  Complete the sentences with these words. There is one extra word. 
 

 hair  head  scarf  shirt  shoes  shorts   

 
26  When they go into a temple, women put a ……… over their head. 
 
27  You need to cover your legs, so don’t wear ………. 
 
28  Everybody takes off their ……… and enters the temple in bare feet. 
 
29  At weddings, men usually wear a white ……… and a tie. 
 
30  At traditional celebrations, women often wear flowers in their ………. 
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Part B 
Reading, listening and pronunciation 
 
H  Reading 

Read the text. Are the sentences True (T) or False (F)? 
 
Emotions on the page 
Research shows that people from different cultures read faces and emotions (feelings) 
differently. And we can see these differences in the emoticons that people use.   
 
An emoticon is a picture of a face that you use online or in an email to show your feelings. 
You make an emoticon using the symbols on your keyboard. 
 
In western countries, like the US, people show their feelings mostly with their mouth. They 
smile or laugh when they are happy. And in western emoticons the mouth is the most 
important part.  :-) is a happy face and :-( is a sad face. 
 
In Asian countries, like Japan, the eyes are more important for showing emotion. So Asian 
emoticons are quite different.  ^_^ is a happy face and ;_; is a sad face, someone crying. 
 
Example: 
People from different cultures show their emotions the same way. F 
 
31  You use emoticons to show your feelings in a conversation. 
 
32  You make an emoticon with your computer keyboard. 
 
33  Americans mostly look at people’s mouths to see their feelings. 
 
34  Western emoticons use the symbols ) and ( to show a mouth. 
 
35  Japanese people never smile or laugh. 
 
36  The Asian emoticon ^_^ shows someone crying. 
 
 
I  Listening 
 
Listen to Damien talking about his life and family and choose the correct answer, a, b or c. 
 
37  Where was Damien born? 
a  Dominica    
b  Malaysia    
c  the UK 
 
38  Where did he go to university? 
a  the US    
b  the UK    
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c  Penang, Malaysia 
 
39  Why did he stay in England after he graduated? 
a  to study    
b  to work    
c  to get married 
 
40  Where is his wife Cindy from? 
a  the US    
b  the UK    
c  Japan 
 
41  When did he move to Tokyo?  
a  after university   
b  after his son was born   
c  after he got married 
 
42  Who does he work for now? 
a  a Japanese university   
b  a Chinese company   
c  an international company 
 
43  Where is he working at the moment? 
a  in Hong Kong    
b  in Bangkok    
c  in Dominica 
 
44  When does he see his wife and son? 
a  every day    
b  every weekend   
c  every month 
 
 
J  Pronunciation 
 
Listen to the phrases and tick () the sound you hear. 
 

 /s/ as see / ʃ / as she 

45    

46    

47    

48    

49    

50    
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Unit 7  
News & Weather 
 
Part A  
Grammar and vocabulary (60 marks – 2 marks per question) 
 
A  (14 marks) 
1  left 
2  worked 
3  wrote 
4  studied 
5  finished 
6  got 
7  presented 
 
B  (10 marks) 
8  When did the first man walk 
9  Did you watch 
10  we didn’t have 
11  How did you hear 
12  I didn’t believe 
 
C (10 marks) 
13   
14  x (It is cold today …) 
15   
16  x (It’s only five o’clock and it’s already dark.) 
17  x (We went to the beach yesterday and it was really hot.) 
 
D  (8 marks) 
18  history 
19  stories 
20  story 
21  history 
 
E  (10 marks) 
22  freezing 
23  sunny 
24  clouds 
25  cloudy 
26  rainy 
 
F  (8 marks) 
27  speaking 
28  Who’s calling? 
29  take 
30  I’ll call 
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Part B 
Reading, Listening and Pronunciation (40 marks – 2 marks per question) 
 
G  Reading (12 marks) 
31  a 
32  b 
33  a 
34  a 
35  b 
36  b 
 
H Listening (10 marks) 
37  a 
38  c 
39  c 
40  b 
41  a 
 
I  Pronunciation (10 marks) 
44  started 
45  studied 
 
J  Pronunciation (8 marks) 
47  the same 
48  different 
49  different 
50  the same 
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Unit 8  
Coming & Going 
 
Part A 
Grammar and vocabulary (60 marks – 2 marks per question) 
 
A  (16 marks) 
1  walk 
2  are travelling 
3  aren’t using 
4  produces 
5  are getting 
6  costs 
7  is coming 
8  doesn’t stop 
 
B  (10 marks) 
9  more nervous 
10  cheaper 
11  easier 
12  worse 
13  better 
 
C (8 marks) 
14   
15  x (Lots of people travel to Spain to sit on the beach.) 
16  x (Many people emigrate for economic reasons. 
17   
 
D  (8 marks) 
18  by 
19  the 
20  by 
21  on 
 
E  (8 marks) 
22  worried 
23  bored 
24  nervous 
25  sad 
 
F (10 marks) 
26  suitcase 
27  camera 
28  wallet 
29  credit cards 
30  phrase book 
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Part B 
Reading, listening & pronunciation (40 marks – 2 marks per question) 
 
G  Reading (12 marks) 
31  a 
32  b 
33  a 
34  c 
35  b 
36  c 
 
H  Listening (10 marks) 
37  Sophia 
38  Patrick 
39  Sophia 
40  Takeo 
41  Patrick 
  
I  Pronunciation (8 marks) 
42  an English learner 
43  I think it’s great 
44  an angry customer 
45  we’re going to work 
 
J  Pronunciation (10 marks) 
46  weak 
47  strong 
48  weak 
49  weak 
50  strong 
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Unit 9  
Life & Style  
 
Part A  
Grammar and vocabulary (60 marks – 2 marks per question) 
 
A  (10 marks) 
1  hasn’t flown 
2  ’ve visited 
3  ’ve seen 
4  have never been 
5  Have you ever travelled 
 
B  (8 marks) 
6  the longest 
7  the most beautiful 
8  the most dangerous 
9  the heaviest 
 
C  (8 marks) 
10  I’ve got 
11  I haven’t got 
12  Has your brother got 
13  He’s got 
 
D  (8 marks) 
14  one 
15  ones 
16  ones 
17  one 
  
E  (8 marks) 
18  animals 
19  fish 
20  trees 
21  flowers 
 
F  (8 marks) 
22  was born 
23  left 
24  got married 
25  had 
 
G  (10 marks) 
26  scarf 
27  shorts 
28  shoes 
29  shirt 
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30  hair 
 
 

Part B  
Reading, listening and pronunciation (40 marks – 2 marks per question) 
 
H  Reading (12 marks) 
31  False 
32  True 
33  True 
34  True 
35  False 
36  False 
  
I  Listening (16 marks) 
37  c 
38  b 
39  b 
40  a 
41  c 
42  c 
43  a 
44  b 
  
J  Pronunciation (12 marks) 

45  /ʃ/ 

46  /ʃ/ 
47  /s/ 
48  /s/ 

49  /ʃ/ 
50  /s/ 
 


